Women

University of Bath Archives & Research Collections

The AEWHA Collection relating to the All England Women’s Hockey Association and the development of organised hockey played by women in the UK from 1895 to 1996, includes committee minutes, photograph albums, match programmes and reports, specialist journals, international tour diaries and players’ scrapbooks.

University of Bristol Special Collections

On deposit for the trustees, the Feminist Archive South comprises materials relating to the early days of the Women’s Movement from around 1970-2000. The materials include archives, printed books, periodicals, pamphlets, objects and audio material. We also hold extensive political and literary archives relating to women.
University of Bristol Theatre Collection

The Theatre Collection helps tell the story of women's contribution to theatre from celebrated 18th century actresses, such as Dorothy Jordan, to radical feminist performance in 20th century. The Women's Playscript Collection contains more than 350 typescripts of plays that have been performed but not published.

Special Collections and Archives (SCOLAR), Cardiff University

A wide range of printed and archival sources include documents of women's lives and experience, diaries and biographies, conduct and advice manuals, illustrations of historical costume and fashion, literary and travel works, plus ephemera relating to suffrage and the labour movement.
The Hypatia Collection contains books and journals exclusively by or about women. Its richness stems from the collecting habits of its creator, Dr. Melissa Hardie, who acquired many ephemeral titles and books traditionally excluded from the academic canon in her aim ‘to make available published documentation about women in every aspect of their lives’.